ICS313 Game Demonstrations
Mon, Dec 3 and Wed, Dec 5, 2012, 03F Hamilton, 1:30 pm

FEATURING:

The House of Terror
by Reed and Joneal (first on Mon)

Dream Seal
by Leonardo and Joshua (Monday)

Return To The Land of Dreams
by Justin Lee (last on Mon)

Starship Engineer
by Ardell, Bruce and Jimmy (Mon)

Dungeon Crawler
by Duane, John and Bryan (Mon)

The Last Moonwalk
by Jordan, Kevin, and Bryce (First on Wed)

2012 Searching for a New Home
by Amy and Kenton (Wed)

Mystery of the World’s Four Major Monuments
by Nicole, Yong & Satoshi (Wed)

The Return to Return to Ravnica
By John Colobong ,Group: Mildly Wild Nactal (Wed)

Murder Mystery
By Takanori (Wed)
JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT IT WAS OVER!

A TWIST TO LAST A LIFETIME!

YOU’LL NEVER GUESS WHO?

The House of Terror

by Reed and Joneal
Dream Seal

by Leonardo and Joshua
Return To The Land of Dreams: An Epic RPG Text Adventure

by Justin Lee
Starship Engineer

by Ardell, Bruce and Jimmy
Dungeon Crawler

by Duane, John and Bryan
The Last Moonwalk

by Jordan, Kevin, and Bryce
2012 - Searching for a New Home

by Amy and Kenton (Mon?)
The Mystery of the World’s four Major Monuments

Chinese Great-Wall, Babylon’s Hanging-Garden, Egyptian Pyramid and Indian Asoka Tower are considered the four major monuments of the world. How could those people who lived thousands of years ago when it not yet mechanized build up these structures? How did they handle those bulky stones? How could they accomplish those amazing tasks?

All along, people have tried to unravel the mystery of these monuments. Have you ever been to these places? Have you ever dream to earn Nobel Prize? Here, will be you chance......

Mystery of the World’s Four Major Monuments

by Nicole, Yong & Satoshi
The Return to Return to Ravnica

Group: Mildly Wild Nactal
By John Colobong
Figure out who murdered the master of the mansion.
If you fail, all that awaits you is shame shame shame
shame shame shame